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BEING TRANSPARENT IN A TRANSPARENT WORLD 

IS AN IDEA WHOSE TIME HAS COME! 

Personal Transformation Pioneer Penney Peirce 
Shows Readers How to Swap “Opacity” For Super-Clarity

After selling over 100,000 copies of her transformation trilogy, Penney Peirce now 
offers readers never-before-shared insight about the most crucial last stages of the 
transformation process in Transparency: Seeing Through to Our Expanded Human 
Capacity (October 10, 2017; Beyond Words/Atria/Simon & Schuster; 978-1582706429). 

In it, Peirce addresses the fundamental causes of society’s code of secrets and lies and 
reveals how clearing these fear-based ideas—even in this “bridge time” of uncertainty 
between two vastly different realities—frees people to effortlessly fulfill the lives they 
are built for. She sends a hopeful message: There is great power and intelligence in being 
vulnerable (à la Brené Brown), honest, authentic, undefended, and available.

In Transparency, Peirce describes how life will function as we leave the Information Age 
and enter the new, transparent Intuition Age. As we dissolve the causes of our opacity—
eg., too much security-via-attachment, linear-logical-left-brain perception, the distracted-
uncentered mind, negative emotions and speech, and control and victim behaviors—life 
shifts to become frictionless and the soul’s desires materialize without distortion.

• Transparency helps us remember an enlightened way of living and how to return 
to it if we backslide. It helps us clear blockages in a rapid and thorough manner, reliably 
identify the feeling state of transparency, and have the courage to show up fully in our life. 

• Transparency helps us learn that being seen for all of who we are relieves pain and 
suffering. Secrets, lies, and hiding are no longer necessary—or even functional. Honesty, 
simplicity, and true humility produce genius and wisdom. Transparency creates clarity of 
purpose, ease of materialization, realization of belonging, support from others, and joy in 
conscious cocreation. 

• Transparency empowers us to be seen accurately and to see through situations 
that blind and confuse others. We have X-ray vision! Clarity in ourself equates to clarity 
everywhere. 

“Here’s another in a series of leading edge books from a gifted visionary. With 
Transparency, Penney Peirce moves further into her detailing of personal and societal 
transformation, describing what real, radical transparency is and how we can embody 
it—both in our own lives and in our relationships and organizations. This material is timely 
and so necessary.” —Mike Dooley, NYT bestselling author of Infinite Possibilities

 

“When transparency 
occurs, there is a feeling 
that brings a tactile 
sense of porousness of 
the body. You might feel 
you’re breathing in and 
out through your skin, 
that the skin is not a 
barrier but a collection 
of particles vibrating at 
a slightly different speed 
than those of the air or 
the table that’s right next 
to your skin, allowing a 
slight interpenetration and 
natural familiarity.” 
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